
So far, we've discussed a few risk factors that lead to 
cloud computing. 
But there's an elephant in the room. 
Clouds are among the best ways to create power-
aware datacenters. 

Power awareness

Power awareness
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Reducing power use. 
Reducing "carbon footprint" more generally. 

A main motivation for clouds is "going green"

co-locating relatively idle services. 
shutting down unused machines. 
gauging number of live servers to predicted load. 

In the simplest case, one reduces power by 

Going Green

Going Green
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So far, we've picked the servers based upon SLA. 
Now, we'll pick them based upon power 
requirements. 

The concept of power awareness changes the whole 
game of picking an optimal number of servers. 

Today
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Voltage = how much potential (for work). 
Current = how fast it's moving. 
Power (P watts) = voltage (V volts) * current (I amps)
(P=VI) 
This laptop draws 28 watts @ 120 VAC = .23 amps.
This laptop puts out as much heat as a 28-watt 
lightbulb. 

The power law

The power law
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Resistance = resistance to letting current pass 
Voltage (V volts) = current (I amps) * resistance (R ohms (Ω)) 
(V = IR)
Combining this with P=VI, we get P=I2R=V2/R.
Power (watts) = (current (amps))2 * impedance (ohms) 

Ohm's law

Ohm's law
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Power is an instantaneous measure. 
Energy is power expended over time. 
Energy (J joules) = Power (P watts) * Time (T seconds) 
(J = PT) 

Energy

Energy
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Can't charge for power: that is an instantaneous 
measure. 
Can charge for energy in Kilowatt-hours. 
1 kH = 3.6*106 Joules. 

Charging for energy

Charging for energy
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Heat output = energy expended.
In other words, a 28-watt laptop generates the same heat 
(over a larger volume) as a 28-watt lightbulb!
Heat output is measured in BTUs (British Thermal Units). 
1 BTU ≈ 1060 Joules = the amount of energy needed to 
raise one pound of water by one degree Farenheit.
1 watt = 3.41214 BTU/hour. 
One person generates  about 400 BTU/hour = 117 watts.

Heat output

Heat output
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Air conditioners are rated in BTU/hour (i.e., in power 
units!).
For a machine room to be at a stable temperature, 
the rating of the air conditioner (in cooling BTUs) 
must be greater than the rating of the equipment (in 
heating BTUs).
HVAC (Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning) people 
use the power input to a room to measure what 
cooling it needs: if it has 40 amps coming in, then it 
needs at least 120V*40A= 4800 W = 16,378 
BTU/hour.
Reason: you cannot overload the system without 
running in more power. 

Cooling

Air conditioning
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Alas, air conditioners are not particularly efficient. 
Efficiency of an air conditioner 
= cooling capacity / power consumed
= (BTU/hour) / (BTU/hour) = a percentage. 

Temperature in room. 
Temperature outdoors. 
geometry of room (airflow)

Efficiency depends upon

but it is never even close to 100%! 
60% is pretty good...

Air conditioning efficiency

Air conditioning efficiency
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Power needs for one server aren't just input watts! 

/ (input watts(of air conditioner)) 
       = (output watts (of capacity)) 

The power needed to run one server: 
= wattage for server + wattage for cooling
≈ wattage for server + 1/E*(wattage for server) 
where E = efficiency of cooling in percent << 100% 
In other words, the total power consumption for 
running a server can be more than double its average 
power consumption as a unit! 

      Efficiency = E = (output BTUs/hour) / (input 
BTUs/hour)

A good rule of thumb is that a server actually consumes 
three times its rating! 

Power for one server isn't just input watts!
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Power requirements for a data center = ∑ (power 
requirements for servers) * (1 + 1/E). 

Shutting down servers saves power and air 
conditioning. 
Powering up servers uses power and air 
conditioning. 

So, 

only keep what you need running. 
So, 

To a first approximation: 

To a first approximation
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It takes power to access disk, memory, etc.
Over time, this becomes energy. 

Idle load of a server differs from busy load. 

It is not true that running fewer servers is always 
better. 

But, here is where things get complex

I previously claimed: virtual memory has no analogue in 
clouds. 
Why? Virtual memory costs more power than it's worth!

But, here is where things get complex
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It takes time and power to do a processor context 
switch between two processes. 
Thrashing: context switches dominate useful work. 
Thrashing is more expensive than running multiple 
computers! Because it uses more power!

Power and thrashing

Power and thrashing
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Suppose that deadlines aren't important and that you 
have, e.g., 40 jobs of equal length. 

avoid context switches. 
long completion time t. 

Power-aware solution: "admit" one job at a time: 

context switching overhead. 
(virtual memory overhead)
Without virtual memory, roughly 5% overhead; all 
jobs finish at time t*(1+.05), where original job 
finished at time t.  
With virtual memory, it gets much worse! 

Worst-case solution: start all at same time: 

An example: 

An example
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Alas, clouds typically support interactive queries
One needs to finish each one by a given deadline.
Suppose you have 40  10-unit tasks arrive with the same deadline of 
20 units. 

Adding deadlines (SLA's)

Running on one machine, overhead is 5% of total computation time 
of 400 units, total is 420 units, doesn’t meet deadline! 
Running on 20 machines, overhead 5%*total time of 40 units, total 
time 40*1.05=42 units, total power proportional to 42*20 = 840  
units. 
Running on 40 machines meets deadline, 
overhead near 0, total time 10 units; total power proportional to 40*
10=400 units. 
There is a break-even point between 20 and 40 
machines that balances overhead against deadline!

Considering context switching to have 5% overhead: 

Adding deadlines
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Total power required to run an infrastructure is a 
linear function of the power the hardware requires…
… but is up to 3x that cost…

power requirements within CPU are small. 
memory accesses use power.
disk access use power.

power requirements for an idle computer are less 
than requirements for doing work with it....

so thrashing costs power…
context switching costs power…

but deadlines make that impractical…
optimal schedule involves no context switches...

In summary:

In summary:
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Minimum power consumption to satisfy an SLA 
depends upon how the SLA is written or expressed.
Obvious mechanisms for saving power have 
unacceptable environmental impact. 
Carbon footprint of a data center changes 
dramatically if one considers manufacturing and 
recycling of servers!

Some surprises

Some surprises
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His recent paper: the carbon footprint of a power 
plant changes dramatically if one considers the 
carbon from transporting the coal!

I have a friend who is a world authority on emissions 
from coal-fired power plants. 

A simple case study of perspective
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… is that performance bounds are absolute…
… while response times are probabilistic…
E.g., response time < 2 seconds. 

The problem with SLAs….

< 2 seconds 90% of the time
< 10 seconds 100% of the time. 

Make the SLA probabilistic, e.g., 

Result: dramatic power savings. 

Simple proposal (HotPower 2008): 

The problem with SLAs
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Response times are probabilistic.
Adding or removing servers shifts the probability distribution.
If SLA is probabilistic, can optimize power for response 
distribution. 
If SLA is absolute, must over-provision to shift curve downward.  

Understanding SLAs and power savings

;

Understanding SLAs and power savings
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don't have to over-provision to meet absolute 
deadlines. 
there is more leeway when dealing with a flash 
crowd. 

Claim: the power requirements for the SLA are greatly 
reduced by a probabilistic SLA, because: 

Claim
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A more realistic picture 
(Marc Chiarini's Ph.D. thesis) 

A more realistic picture
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But they take a lot less idle power.
Flash drives are much less reliable than disk. 

But optimal writes for disk are not so constrained

Optimal writes for flash reuse each block the same 
number of times. 

So we can cache disk accesses in flash! 
Disk accesses tend to be local

Hybrid strategy: use flash drive as a cache for hard 
disk, spin down disk until needed. 
Less "reliable" (MTBF) but power savings of up to 
30%. 
In clouds, point reliability doesn't matter!
Trade the cost of replacement against the extra cost 
of power. 

Redundancy and power

Redundancy and power
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Can move heat, but cannot eliminate it!
Heat has to go somewhere. 

Cooling and the environment

Air
Surface water. 
Groundwater. 

We can put it in: 

Cooling and the environment
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…is that any kind has environmental impact. 
Heating the outside air causes the least problems, but 
is also least efficient.
Heating the water is exceptionally efficient (because it 
starts out colder!), but destroys ecosystems.
(Google put their new datacenter on a river, only to 
face controversy for heating the water.) 

The problem with cooling…

The problem with cooling
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Can save power in servers by designing to eliminate 
fans. 
Can save power in datacenters by designing airflow to 
eliminate hotspots. 
Can run hardware hotter without ill effects to 
increase efficiency of air conditioning (it's harder to 
pump heat into a hot environment)
Can even resort to "environmental remediation" 
(which is an inside joke of the power awareness 
people: "open the darn window!")

Recent results on cooling

Recent results on cooling
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Average datacenter replaces servers every 1-3 years. 

manufacture new servers. 
recycle old ones. 

Replacing servers uses energy to: 

"Lifecycle analysis" suggests that server lifetimes 
should be longer. 
Recent attempts to make servers more upgradable: 
drop in new CPU and memory, double processor and 
bus speed!

Lifecycle analysis

Lifecycle analysis
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V = voltage in volts.
I = current in amps. 
W = power in watts.
J = energy in joules.
E = efficiency of cooling.
T = elapsed time. 
B = heat output in BTU's/hour
C = cooling power needed 

W=IV
V=IR
J=WT
B=1060J/hour
E<<1.0
C=B(1+1/E)

Exercise cheat sheet
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